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ABSTRACT
It is known that the simulations of solid rocket motor internal flow field with AL-based propellants
require complex multi-phase turbulent flow model. The objective of this study is to develop an advanced
particulate multi-phase flow model which includes the effects of particle dynamics, chemical reaction and
hot gas flow turbulence. The inclusion of particle agglomeration, particle/gas reaction and mass transfer,
particle collision, coalescence and breakup mechanisms in modeling the particle dynamics will allow the
proposed model to realistically simulate the flowfield inside a solid rocket motor.
The Finite Difference Navier-Stokes numerical code FDNS is used to simulate the steady-state
multi-phase particulate flow field for a 3-zone 2-D axisymmetric ASRM model and a 6-zone 3-D ASRM
model at launch conditions. The 2-D model includes aft-end cavity and submerged nozzle. The 3-D model
represents the whole ASRM geometry, including additional grain port area in the gas cavity and two
inhibitors.
FDNS is a pressure based finite difference Navier-Stokes flow solver with time-accurate adaptive
second-order upwind schemes, standard and extended k-c models with compressibility corrections, multi-
zone body-fitted formulations, and turbulence/particle interaction model. Eulerian/Lagrangian multi-phase
solution method is applied for multi-zone mesh. To simulate the chemical reaction, penalty function
corrected efficient finite-rate chemistry integration method is used in FDNS. For the AL particle
combustion rate, the Hermsen correlation is employed. To simulate the turbulent dispersion of particles,
the Gaussian probabifity distribution with standard deviation equal to (2k/3) _a is used for the random
turbulent velocity components.
The flow field in the aft-end cavity of the ASRM is analyzed to investigate its significant impact on
the operation of the motor as well as its performance. It is known that heat flux and the pressure
distributions in this region will cause recirculation and influence the design requirements. Chemical
reaction of gas flow is a factor affecting the performance of the ASRM. An accurate analysis for
chemically reacting flow is therefore important in the design of the ASRM. Twelve gas elements (H20,
02, H 2, O, H, OH, CO, CO 2, CL, CL 2, HCL, and N2) were considered for the chemical reaction in present
study. For multi-phase calculations, the particulate phase was injected at the propellant grain surface.
The particulate phase was assumed to be aluminum oxide (A!203) only. The mass fraction of the
particulate phase was assumed to be 53% of the mixture.
The computational results reveal that the flow field near the juncture of aft-end cavity and the
submerged nozzle is very complex. The effects of the turbulent particles affect the flow field significantly
and provide better prediction of the ASRM performance. The multi-phase flow analysis using the FDNS
code in the present research can be used as a design tool for solid rocket motor applications.
* This work is supported by NASA Marshall Space Fqight Center under Contract NAS8-39398.
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MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTIONS NEAR THE NOZZLE
(WITHOUT PARTICLE EFFECT)
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PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS AND THE VELOCITY
VECTORS NEAR THE GRAIN PORT
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VELOCITY VECTORS FOR 2-D CASE (WITH PARTICLES)
PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS AND VELOCITY VECTORS
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PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES NEAR THE NOZZLE, 3-D CASE.
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